Selection Process for Working Committee and Auroville Council
December 2015

Table: Aspiration for the right attitude
Facilitation: Isha

Topic:

Faced with the execution of eviction of people occupying an Auroville asset or encroaching Auroville land - without Auroville’s agreement

Related to WCom mandate: 8/13 & 6

Collective outcome from the table work:

*Myself as an individual in Auroville*

PERSEVERANT AND PEACEFUL COMMUNICATION COUPLED WITH ACTIONS ANCHORED IN COURAGE AND INTEGRITY SHOULD LEAD TO AN EQUANIMOUS OUTCOME.

Collective outcome from the table work:

*Myself as part of Auroville - the City the Earth need*

TO UPHOLD INTEGRITY WE IMPLEMENT FIRMLY AND RESPECTFULLY THE DECISION OF AUROVILLE. FAILING IN THE UPHOLDING OF INTEGRITY THE COLLECTIVE TRUST WILL CRUMBLE.

Collective outcome from the table work:

*Myself as a part of the present organizational system in Auroville*

- TO EVICT SOMEONE THE RELEVANT WORKING GROUP NEED TO ALL AGREE. THE DECISION HAS TO BE WELL MOTIVATED AND BE MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE IDEALS OF AUROVILLE.
- A POLICY IS REQUIRED HOW TO DEAL WITH MAN - aUROVILLE FORMER SPOUSES AND FAMILY MEMBERS OF AUROVILIANS WHO STILL OCCUPY AUROVILLE ASSETS.
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Table : Successful Future
Facilitation : Helena

Topic : Faced with the new visa regulation for guests volunteering in Auroville. (on tourist visa not possible to offer volunteer service)
Related to WCom mandate: LIAISON WITH RRO, GOI

Collective outcome from the table work:

Myself as an individual in Auroville

7 R CYCLE:
REFLECT - RESPECT - RESEARCH - RAPID RESPONSE - REJOICE - REVIEW - REPEAT!

Collective outcome from the table work:

Myself as part of Auroville - the City the Earth need
WE NEED TO MANIFEST OUR IDEALS AND WATER THE ROOTS. GUESTS & VOLUNTEERS CONTRIBUTE NEW ENERGY, DIVERSITY OF CULTURE AND EXPERTISE IN TANGIBLE & INTANGIBLE WAYS TO THE GROWTH OF THE COMMUNITY. WE WANT TO GOI TO SEE AUROVILLE AS AN EXCEPTION TO THE VISA REGULATIONS. WE MUST PROVE IT!

Collective outcome from the table work:

Myself as a part of the present organizational system in Auroville
WITH ARDENT ASPIRATION, TRUST AND FULL OF RESPECT WE GAIN A BASE OF UNDERSTANDING WITH ALL STAKEHOLDERS AND TOGETHER FIND A SOLUTION KEEPING AUROVILLE’S SPECIAL STATUS ALIVE, DARING A STEP OUT OF NON SERVING OLD PATTERNS/ATTACHMENTS AND RECONNECT TO AUROVILLE’S IDEALS.

SEE ACTION PLAN ATTACHED!!!
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Table: Absence of desire
Facilitation: Sonja

Topic:
Faced with the fact that Aurovilians are working and/or living outside of Auroville

Related to WCom mandate: VISA ISSUES

Collective outcome from the table work:

*Myself as an individual in Auroville*

BURNING ASPIRATION FOR AUROVILLE AND THE GOAL.
AUROVILLE IS A CHOICE. CHOICE INSTEAD OF NEED!

Collective outcome from the table work:

*Myself as part of Auroville - the City the Earth need*

IT IS OK TO ACCOMMODATE THIS AS A TEMPORARY SOLUTION TO OUR
CURRENT REALITY SO THAT WE CAN LIVE IN TRUST AND SINCERITY, WHILE WE
CONTINUE TO PERSEVERE TOWARDS OUR LARGER GOAL WHERE THERE IS NO
NEED OF LIVING AND OR WORKING OUTSIDE OF AUROVILLE ANYMORE.

Collective outcome from the table work:

*Myself as a part of the present organizational system in Auroville*

LACK OF CLEAR KNOWLEDGE
ECONOMIC POLICY CHANGE
TARGET THE REASONS FOR LEAVING OUTSIDE
INCREASE REASONS TO WORK IN AUROVILLE
ENFORCE / ABILITY TO REVISE AV STATUS
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Table: Vigilance
Facilitation: Jaya

Topic:

Faced with the fact of private development within the city area

Related to WCom mandate: 4/7/8/13 WC + Landboard, TDC, (AVC)

Myself as an individual in Auroville
WE HAVE A CLEAR ASPIRATION FOR PEACE AND HARMONY. WE ARE ALSO COMMITTED TO OUR VISION OF AUROVILLE AND NEED TO MOVE TOWARDS OUR VISION WITH DETERMINATION AND PERSEVERANCE. WE SURRENDER THE OUTCOME OF OUR ACTION WITH EQUANIMITY.

Collective outcome from the table work:

Myself as part of Auroville - the City the Earth need
WE ACKNOWLEDGE FEARS & CHALLENGE
THEN REFLECT ON VALUES, MOBILIZE RESOURCES,
MOVE TOWARDS SINCERE COLLABORATION & INTEGRATION

Collective outcome from the table work:

Myself as a part of the present organizational system in Auroville
COLLECTIVE CLARITY WILL LEAD TO TRUST TO ALLOW OPENNESS FOR THE UNEXPECTED!!!!!
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Table: Perfect balance
Facilitation: Uma

Topic:

Faced with the challenge of violence in conflicts

Related to AVC mandate: AVC 4/10 WCOM 7.5/10

EVALUATION TO CURRENT SITUATION

Collective outcome from the table work:

Myself as an individual in Auroville

Collective outcome from the table work:

HOLDING A SAFE SPACE. (drawing radiating heart and light bulb emanating light)

Myself as part of Auroville - the City the Earth needs

EMPOWERING WORKING GROUPS TO STAND UP FOR AUROVILLE VALUES AND TAKE STRONG ACTION WHEN NEEDED.

Collective outcome from the table work:

Myself as a part of the present organizational systems in Auroville

1) ACCEPTANCE
2) CREATING A SAFE SPACE WITH PROFESSIONAL GROUP
3) AVOIDING JUDGEMENT
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Table: Collaboration
Facilitation: Dominique

Topic:
Faced with the decision making for approval of policies - to keep flexibility and achieve operational strength - voting or no voting?

Related to AVC mandate: …4+7

Collective outcome from the table work:

Myself as an individual in Auroville
LOVE (a drawing of heart)…

Collective outcome from the table work:

Myself as part of Auroville - the City the Earth need

TRUSTED TRANSFORMATIVE TOOLS TRANSITIONING TOWARDS TOGETHERNESS.

Collective outcome from the table work:

Myself as a part of the present organizational system in Auroville

TO MANIFEST FRATERNITY WE NEED TO ACT FROM OUR HIGHEST SELF AT EACH MOMENT WITH THE ASPIRATION TO DISSOLVE THE INSISTENCE OF THE EGO.
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The energy flow of Truth

**Truth of thought** creates **truth of vision** and
truth of vision forms in us **truth of being**, and out of
truth of being (satyam) flows naturally **truth of emotion, will and action**

*Sri Aurobindo, The Secret of the Veda,
CW vol. 15, chapter X - The Image of the Oceans and Rivers, pg. 100*

---

**GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: FORMULAS**

*Individual based on values*: REFLECT - RESPECT - RESEARCH - RAPID RESPONSE - REJOICE - REVIEW - REPEAT! (7R CYCLE)

*collective aligned to ideals*: TRUSTED TRANSFORMATIVE TOOLS TRANSITIONING TOWARDS TOGETHERNESS. (6T=60)

*system shift*: COLLECTIVE CLARITY WILL LEAD TO TRUST TO ALLOW OPENNESS FOR THE UNEXPECTED!!!!!